21 January 2016: We are delighted to announce that the gate construction program at No.5 Satellite in Terminal 1 at Narita Airport is continuing on schedule and that Gates 58A and 58B will open on 15 March 2016.

This addition will bring the total number of fixed gates at Terminal 1 from 37 to 39. This will enable more aircraft access to fixed gates and, therefore, passenger movement between terminal and aircraft will be smoother, which will enhance passenger convenience and help airlines to operate on schedule.

The new gate lounges have a continuous glass surface to afford passengers a panoramic view and create a space where passengers can enjoy a sense of openness. As with Gates 67 and 68 at Terminal 2 which were opened in December 2015, the new gates will have a decor that has a simple yet refined design. The quiet color of the carpet and the monotone walls and ceiling create an interior space that will help passengers to relax in comfort.

Narita Airport continues to offer more functionality and improved user convenience so that Narita will always be the airport of our customers’ choice.